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1. Read and understand this Owner's Manual before
operating your new Lectronic Kaddy.
2. Complete and mail enclosed warranty registration card.
3. Fully charge the battery, using the Lectronic
Kaddy Battery Charger, prior to initial use.
4. Do not use any other charger with battery. Damage to battery or personal injury could result.
5. Completely charge battery after every round of
golf. Better yet, we advise the battery is left connected to the charger and the charger switched
on whenever the battery is not required for play.
This will ensure the battery remains fully
charged.
6. Always remove the battery from the Kaddy
before charging.
7. Never use the Lectronic Kaddy battery for any
other purpose other than to power the Lectronic
Kaddy.
8. Do not connect the Lectronic Kaddy battery
charger to the Kaddy. Permanent damage will
result.
9. Read storage and maintenance found on page 12.
10. Always unplug electrical connector before removing handle, or battery from Kaddy.
11. Before operating Kaddy with remote control we
recommend placing Kaddy on a piece of wood to
raise drive wheels off the ground. Learn to use
start/stop, brake, left and right turn buttons.
NOTE: Press any button for a minimum of 1
second before releasing.
WARNING: Leaving a battery in a
discharged or semi-discharged state is
the leading cause of premature battery failure.

PRECAUTIONS
12. Operate Kaddy in a wide open area, to
become completely familiar with your
Lectronic Kaddy and ensure its safe and
enjoyable use on the golf course.
13. Never use your Lectronic Kaddy to carry
anything other than a golf bag and clubs.
Do not attempt to ride on unit. Serious
damage will result.
14. While operating Lectronic Kaddy, always
keep the Kaddy in front of you.
15. Always turn Kaddy off before leaving
your Lectronic Kaddy unattended, such as
when entering the clubhouse.
16. Take extra care when operating Lectronic
Kaddy up or down hills with remote control. Maneuverability is reduced when traveling downhill. Use of the Hilltamer
accessory is recommended.
17. Do not direct Lectronic Kaddy towards
other players or carts.
18. Do not operate Lectronic Kaddy around
cars or buildings with remote control.
19. We recommend not operating from more
than 50 yards away with remote control,
during normal use. Depth perception can
be compromised beyond this range.
20. D o n o t d i s c a r d s h i p p i n g c a r t o n a f t e r
unpacking your unit. In the event your
Lectronic Kaddy should need to be
shipped for service, repacking would be
required. Keep carton in a safe, dry, place/

FEATURES
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On-Board Computer

Ease of Assembly

Your Lectronic Kaddy is a motorized golf cart with
an on-board computer for user friendly oper-ation.
This computer monitors and limits current
consumption; controls speed and pre-set distance
selections. Computer receives remote control
commands and protects the battery and motors
from overload.

No tools required. There are onlt three components,
so Kaddy can be assembled or disassembled in
seconds.

Dual Drive Motors
One of Lectronic Kaddy's key features is the dual,
custom engineered drive motors with individual
helical gearing. Power is transferred directly to the
wheels, eliminating belts, chains and other drive
mechanisms, increasing efficiency and minimizing
maintenanace. The bronze/steel helical, in line,
gearing increases torque approximately thirty
percent over traditional worm gearing.

Battery
Lectronic Kaddy is supplied with the best, sealed 12volt battery to be found. It will operate in any
position eliminating all risk of acid spills.
Maintenance free and featuring a oneway plug-in
polarized connector. See figure 1.

Manual Control Switch
This switch, found under the handle grip, operates
the Kaddy manually when pressed, and stops unit
when released. Use this button when precise control
of the Kaddy is required, such as when crossing
bridges, narrow paths, operating through doorways,
around trees or fellow golfers. See figure 1.

Turf-Friendly Wheels
Wide tires protect even wet turf, while the use of
urethane to mold the tires gives a high coefficient
of friction to ensure good traction. With a full set of
clubs, Lectronic Kaddy has a ground pressure of
less than 4 psi on turf. Wheels are 28-inches apart,
giving superior hillside stability.

Free Wheeling Feature
Should it ever be needed, wheels can be made freewheeling at a push of a hub cap lever, converting
the Lectronic Kaddy into a well balanced pull cart.
See page 9 for instructions.

Durable Quality Construction
Lectronic Kaddy is made from aircraft grade
aluminum, with double the strength of typical
commercial grade aluminum. This gives superior
strength and flexibility, corrosion resistance and
light weight. Handles are tested to 50,000 psi
tensile strength.

Anti Tip Bar
Allowing the Kaddy to tilt back a maximum of 15
deg., this bar prevents accidental tipping backw a r d s . T h e a d d i t i o n o f t he H i l l t a m e r s t a b i l i z i n g
wheel is recommended for the remote control

Control Panel
Located on top of the control handle, this panel
controls all Kaddy functions. You may use the control panel to set operating speed, select distance of
automatic travel and check battery condition. See
figure 2.
1. On-Off control, press 1 button to turn unit on.
to turn Kaddy off.
Press
Note: A personal security code may be easily
programmed. See operating section.
2. Battery lights. With Kaddy "on", battery lights will
automatically indicate battery condition. Observe
lights while running motors for 2-3 seconds to ensure proper battery indication. See table below.

LIGHT

BATTERY
CONDITION

COMMENT

VERY LOW CHARGE BEFORE PLAY
LOW
GOOD FOR MAX
AMBER
OF 9 HOLES
RED

GREEN

CHARGED

READY FOR
PLAY

UNPACKING
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Shipping Carton
The shipping carton has been specially designed to
protect your Lectronic Kaddy from damage in transit.
Do not discard or damage the carton and inserts when
unpacking the unit. Should you require to ship the
unit for any reason in the future, you will need the
packaging. Store carton in a safe, dry place.
Shipping carton contains the following:
Lectronic Kaddy body and wheels
Lectronic Kaddy 12 volt battery
Lectronic Kaddy battery charger
Control handle assembly
Front wheel assembly
Owners manual
Carton may also contain the following items:
Remote controll transmitter (Remote Kaddy only)
Antenna (Remote Kaddy only)
Hilltamer (If ordered separately)
To prevent carton or Kaddy damage, carefully
remove all components from carton as follows:
See figure 3.

A

B

C

Figure 3

1. Lift flap (A) to remove control handle assembly.
Do not discard protective carton from control
handle once removed.
2. Using built-in strap on battery, remove battery
from the Kaddy body.
3. Lift flap (B) and carefully remove the Kaddy body
from carton.
4. Fold over flap (C) to remove front wheel assembly.
5. Remove battery charger. Do not discard
protective carton.
6. Place all packaging inside the carton. Store in a
safe, dry place.

Repackaging
Should it become necessary to repack the Kaddy,
simply reverse the above proceedure.
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ASSEMBLY

Note: Fully charge the battery prior to
initial use. Refer to page 12 for instructions on battery charging.

Notches

To assemble your Lectronic Kaddy proceed as
follows:
1. Carefully slide the front wheel assembly into the
body. See figure 4. Press the spring loaded
plunger with your thumb to allow the front
wheel assembly to be fully inserted. The
plunger will lock itself into position.

Figure 6
3. Secure the control handle by tightening the wing
clamp. Connect the control handle plug to the
body plug. The plug is tapered to connect one
way only and should require little effort. See
figure 5.
Spring loaded plunger

Figure 4
Control
handle
plug

Body
Plug
Wing
clamp

Figure 5
2. Ensure the wing clamp (see figure 5 ) is loose to
allow control handle to be inserted. Turn wing
clamp counterclockwise to loosen. Carefully
insert the control handle into the body tube,
aligning notches in the handle with the guide pin
in the body tube. See figure 6.

Figure 7
4. Using built in strap, carefully slide the fully
charged battery into the Lectronic Kaddy body,
with the battery leads facing the front. (See
fig ure 7). Plug the battery plug into the receptacle on the body. This plug is made to fit only
one way, do not try to force in the incorrect way.
See figure 8.

ASSEMBLY
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You are now ready to operate your new Lectronic
Kaddy.
However, we strongly recommend that you practice operating in a wide open area to familiarize
yourself with the Kaddy's controls and how it
maneuvers. After a relatively short period you
will find the operation easy and predictable.
To disassemble the Kaddy, simply reverse the
above instructions.

Figure 8
5. To position the antenna (remote model only) onto
the fitting on the right top of the body, see figure
9. Rotate the base of the antenna clockwise to
lock in place.

Figure 9
6. Place your golf bag onto the Kaddy with the
bottom of the bag located in the lower cradle of
the front wheel assembly and the top of the bag
resting centrally on the upper cradle. Snap the
quick release buckle together and pull the strap
to firmly secure the bag.
Read the OPERATION section of this manual
prior to operating your Kaddy, either manually
or by remote control.
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OPERATION
To familiarize yourself with the functions we
suggest you place the Kaddy on a block of
wood to raise the wheels off the ground. Carry
out the following operations and note their
effect.

Distance Selection

Key

Speed
Display

Key
Code
Buttons

Speed
Up
Speed
Down

Stop
Start
(100 yds.)

Off
On
Battery Lights

Dynamic Brake

Figure 10
Operating your Lectronic Kaddy
1. Ensure the battery is fully charged. Should the
battery require charging, refer to page 12.
button to turn on. The "normal" display
2. Press
will show one battery indication light (usually
green) and the speed setting will be displayed as
lit LED's on the speed display. See figure 10.
Note: If the first speed setting light is flashing,
this indicates that the security code system is
activated and a security code is required to start
the Kaddy. (Refer to page 10, item 3 to disable the
security system or to program a new code). Enter
the three digit code (the factory default is 1;1;1).
The Kaddy should now show the "normal" display
as described above.
3. Confirm the battery condition by observing the
battery lights (see figure 10). The green light
should be lit. If the green light is not lit, refer to
section on trouble shooting.

4. Press and hold
buttons to adjust
or
the speed setting. Reducing the speed to minimum will leave one LED lit on the speed
display.
5. Operate Kaddy by squeezing the manual control
switch located under the control handle grip.
Releasing the switch will stop the Kaddy.
6. Pressing a distance selector e.g. 60 will cause
the Kaddy to travel a specific distance and then
stop automatically. (see table page 4.) To override the distance timer and stop the Kaddy prior
to the expiration of the selected distance, simply
press
on the keypad or squeeze the manual
control switch under the handle grip.
Caution: When using the distance selector, ensure
the fairway is relatively level and free from
obstructions, before sending the Kaddy on its way.
7. Pressing the green bar on the keypad will cause
the Kaddy to travel approximately 100 yards
then stop automatically. Steer the Kaddy with
the control handle or by remote control (if
equipped).
Note: Always walk with the Kaddy as it travels,
maintaining a reasonable distance of up to, say, 50
yards between you and the Kaddy at all times.
8. Pressing the red bar on the keypad (dynamic
brake) will stop the Kaddy quickly. Use when
going down steep hills while holding on to the
control handle of the Kaddy.
9. When operating in tight areas e.g. narrow paths,
bridges or maneuvering around tee boxes,
always use the manual control switch under the
hand grip while steering with the control handle.

OPERATION
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Press here to
disengage

Figure 11

Figure 12

To convert Kaddy to Free-wheel mode:Should you require to push or pull the Kaddy as a
regular golf cart, push the tab shown above and pull
t he w he el o utw a rd to d ise ng ag e th e w h eel f r om
drive. While still depressing the tab reinstall the
wheel and release the tab to engage in the first
groove on the axle. The wheel should now freewheel but still be retained on the axle. Repeat for
the other wheel.

To revert to motorized drive:Depress the tab as shown and while holding it
depressed, push the wheel toward the Kaddy, and
slowly rotate the wheel until you feel it mesh into
drive. Release the tab to lock the wheel into place.
Repeat for the other drive wheel. Pull back on the
wheel to ensure that it is fully locked into position.
Do not hammer the cap to engage as this can
damage the cap and tab.

Secondary Operation
Pressing the
button on the keypad gives you access to secondary functions such as Power biasing,
Keypad light display testing, Security code programming and Remote control signal testing.
Power Biasing - Electronic tracking adjustments can be used to accomodate uneven terrain such as left to right
sloping fairways where the Kaddy will tend to follow the contour.
Turn unit on then proceed:Press
Key
Step

Display confirmation lights

1
2
The Kaddy can be operated while the following adjustments are made
3

To set right hand motor speed faster than left.

4

To set right hand motor speed slower than left.

5

To save setting and exit to normal functions
This function should not be used to correct general tracking problems. Refer to page 13
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OPERATION

Keypad light display testing - This function allows you to check that all the lights on the display are
functional.
Turn unit on then proceed:Press
Key
Step
1
2

Display confirmation lights

All
Flashing
2

Program a new security code - A personal sacurity code prevents unauthorized use when the Kaddy is left
unattended.
Turn unit on then proceed:Press
Key
Step

Display confirmation lights

1
Flashing
2

3

3

?

?

?

Enter three digits from keypad e.g 1-4-4.

4

?

?

?

Re-enter the same three digits to confirm.

5

Flashing

To save setting and exit to normal functions
To enable the Security system, you must now activate it - see below

Turn off the Kaddy O and remove the 12 volt battery.
Look for the circuit board inside the Kaddy body. This is the
motherboard. See Figure 13.
Locate the three position dip switch on the motherboard.
Slide switch #1 to the "on" position i.e. away from you.
Ensure that the other two switches are not disturbed.
The security system is now activated. Replace the 12 volt
the Kaddy.
battery and turn on
The first LED on the speed display will flash until you key in
your security code. This will occur each time you power up. If
you key in the wrong code the unit will shut down.
To disable the security system, return switch #1 to the "off"
position.

Motherboard
Figure 13

Switch #1
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Perform Transmitter and Receiver test - To check that all the commands sent by the hand-held transmitter
are being received by the receiver mounted in the Kaddy.
Turn unit on then proceed:Press
Key
Step

Display confirmation lights

1
2

4

3

Press left turn command on transmitter

4

Press right turn command on transmitter

5

Press stop/brake command on transmitter

6

Press start/speed up command on transmitter

7

Exit test, resume normal operation.

Reset all values to factory default - This will set the security code back to 1-1-1, and remove any electronic
power bias settings.
Display confirmation lights

Turn unit on then proceed:Press
Key
Step
1

Flashing
2
3

3

1

4

2

1

Note: The Kaddy has an automatic shut off circuit which will power down the controls if the unit is left
unattended for a period of time. The time period will vary, if the unit is switched on but no further keys are
pressed, then shutdown will occur within five minutes. If left during normal operation shutdown will occur
in twenty minutes. Secondary functions will power down within five minutes.
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MAINTENANCE

Battery Maintenance - Charging
The battery supplied with your Lectronic Kaddy
should be charged immediately after every round
of golf.
Do not use any other type of charger to charge the
battery. Serious damage or personal injury could
result.
Locate the charger as far from the battery as the
cables allow to avoid any possible acid vapour
damage to the charger.
To charge the battery, plug in the polarized battery
connector to the charger. Connect the charger to a
wall outlet providing 110 - 120 volts. The power
on light will illuminate.
Note: If this LED does
not illuminate, check your AC supply and the input
protection fuse located at the back of the charger.
The charger will automatically switch on if the
battery is connected properly and the battery
voltage is more than 2 volts. One of the "charge
condition" LED's will illuminate,..... indicating the
s t a t u s o f c h a rg i n g . W h e n t h e t h i r d " c h a r g e
condition" LED is illuminated, the battery is ready
for use.
Disconnect the AC mains before disconnecting the
battery connections.
Always leave the battery connected to the charger
and the charger connected to the AC power until
you need the battery.
Do not charge the battery while it is still in the
Kaddy.
WARNING: Use only Lectronic Kaddy
approved batteries on your Lectronic
Kaddy charger.
WARNING: Leaving a battery in a
discharged or semi-discharged state is
the leading cause of premature battery failure.

Figure 14
Battery Handling Precautions
- Never place the battery near fire.
- Never short the terminals.
- If battery cracks due to mishandling and dilute
sulfuric acid contacts the skin, wash it off immediately with water. If sulfuric acid contacts the
eyes, wash them with lots of water and see a
doctor.
- Recharge the battery as soon as possible after use.
- When battery is not to be used for a long period,
store in a cool place, preferably below 20 deg. C.
We advise that the battery remain on the charger
connected to the AC.
- Dropping or otherwise mishandling the battery
may result in irreversible damage to the battery
which would result in having to replace the
battery.
Kaddy Maintenance
This Lectronic Kaddy product has been specially
designed, requiring very little maintenance.
However certain components should be inspected
frequently.

WARNING: Avoid power washing of
the Kaddy as this could cause damage
to the electronic system.
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One or both drive motors are
inoperative.

TROUBLESHOOTING
Check that drive wheels are engaged fully and are not in free-wheel mode.
Check battery connection and charge condition. Green light should be on.
Ensure all connector pins in the control handle plug are not broken, bent aor
pushed in.
Ensure all connector pins on the body plug are properly inserted.
If problem persists, contact your local service dealer.

No speed control

Ensure control handle plug is fully inserted into Kaddy connector.
Ensure all connector pins in the control handle plug are not broken, bent aor
pushed in.
Ensure all connector pins on the body plug are properly inserted.
If problem persists, contact your local service dealer.

Low power or low top speed.

Check front wheel bearings and ensure the front wheel is turning freely.
Check battery connection and charge condition. Green or yellow light should
be on. (Run motor for a minimum of five seconds).
Ensure drive wheels are not restricted and that motor mount screws are
secure.
Ensure all connector pins in the control handle plug are not broken, bent aor
pushed in.
Ensure all connector pins on the body plug are properly inserted.
Ensure Kaddy is not overloaded.
If problem persists, contact your local service dealer.

Cannot complete 18 holes on
one battery charge.

Ensure battery charger is working properly and charge indicator indicates a
full charge.
Inspect battery and connecting cables for physical damage.
Ensure front wheel is turning freely.
Ensure drive wheels are not being impeded and that motor mount screws are
secure.
If problem persists, contact your local service dealer.

Kaddy pulls left or right.

Ensure golf bag is centered on top and bottom cradles.
Ensure front wheel assembly is inserted correctly and not damaged.

Ensure drive wheels are not being impeded and that motor mount screws are
secure.
See Kaddy pulls to left or right in maintenance section page 13
If problem persists, contact your local service dealer.
Note: If Kaddy tends to go in circles and drive wheels are fully engaged, a shear pin or a drive gear key may have broken. If this
is the case, the drive wheel will turn easily when rotated by hand. Either or both can be replaced by your local service dealer.

TROUBLESHOOTING
Handle controls are inoperative.
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Ensure all connector pins in the control handle plug are not broken, bent aor
pushed in.
Ensure all connector pins on the body plug are properly inserted.
Ensure control handle plug is fully inserted into Kaddy connector.
Ensure battery is connected.
If problem persists, contact your local service dealer.

Remote control does not work.

Check 9 volt battery in hand held transmitter.
Ensure antenna is installed correctly.
Perform Transmitter and Receiver test as described on page 11.
If problem persists, contact your local service dealer.

For detailed information on the Remote Control functions, refer to the Quick Start manual supplied with your Kaddy.
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EXPLODED VIEW

